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Executive Summary 

The purpose of this project is to provide detailed description of design ideas for a fully 

automated drilling rig that can physically simulate a full-scale drilling rig. We present 

comparisons of multiple design ideas for the individual rig sub-systems that come together to 

make up the drilling system as a whole. 

The rig sub-systems include the rig structure, hoisting system, rotary and circulation systems, 

drillstring and bit-rock interactions, measurement, instrumentation and control system. These 

sub-systems are selected based on different criteria: i) Intelligent control (computer-based) and 

real-time measurements of performance parameters, such as mechanical specific energy (MSE), 

ROP, rotational speed, torque, WOB, and vibration, ii) Precise control of WOB and mitigation of 

stick/slip phenomenon, iii) rig mobility to allow rig accessibility for educational and 

demonstrational purposes, iv) Operational safety aspects, v) Feasible rig construction time, and 

vi) Economic practicality of each sub-system relative to the added improvement to the drilling 

system and its ease of integration with the other sub-systems. The estimated total cost of the 

automated rig construction last year summed up to about $9,961. This year cost of adding more 

sensors, manufacturing new bit design, coupling etc. is approximately $7,300 including 10% 

contingency cost. 

We are using the same drilling rig from last year, its structural competitiveness is good. Hence, 

this year design improvements focus on achieving higher rate of penetration through more 

durable drill pipe connections, improved hammer drilling methods, better visual display and user 

interface through LabVIEWTM software with Python and the utilization of downhole sensors. 

Creating a more streamlined code design process was an important part of this years design. Last 

years design used LabVIEW to create both the front and back end of the control architecture 

code. Our team elected to use LabVIEW for the data collection and machine interface while 

instead using Python to design the control code. This conversion will allow us to take advantage 

of LabVIEW’s data collection ability and Python’s powerful coding tools and interactive 

capability.  
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A durable and easy to manufacture drillpipe connection is important for drilling wells safely and 

efficiently. Last year a .035” wall aluminum tubing was used as the drillstring. Drillpipe 

connection durability was an issue that plagued the design. This year a .049” walled drillpipe 

was selected by the Drillbotics committee as a substitute for the thinner walled pipe. Thicker 

pipe enabled the selection of a threaded connection. During the design phase we have selected 

three possible designs for the connection. Two have a threaded pipe connection and one uses a 

rectangular Kelly held on with an interference fit. During the testing phase the efficacy and 

reliability of each connection will be assessed in testing. 

Data collection and display is important to the rig personnel responsible for monitoring the 

drilling operation. Previously the data display screen had different graphs for each of the drilling 

parameters displayed on the screen. The sensor data, which monitors mission critical drilling 

data, was displayed as a function of time on the x-axis. The depth at which this data collected 

was not displayed on the graph. This years design team has elected to display the data using 

LabVIEW on vertical graphs where time continuously progresses on the y-axis and the depth is 

displayed at intervals of 1/24th of a foot on the time axis. Drilling rigs across the world use this 

format to display data in a quick and intuitive fashion. 

 

Last year different sensors were incorporated in the design for measuring drillstring rotational 

speed, deflection and torque in order to automate the drilling process and control drilling 

parameters. Other sensors to determine pressure, displacement, and flow rate as well as all 

current sensors are installed so that the drilling process can be autonomously controlled by the 

computer control system. 

Theoretical study on drillstring and bit-rock mechanics has been carried out to understand system 

dysfunctions which can be introduced due to the drillstring design. Drillpipe material has been 

selected to carrying vibration during drilling. An active control system is used to control and 

mitigate any dysfunctions and optimize the drilling parameters to maximize ROP and minimize 

MSE. This is also implemented in control algorithm so as to minimize MSE while maximizing 

ROP. 
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Other system such as hoisting, structure and circulation system is similar as last year with minor 

changes in circulation system. 
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Safety Case 

Developing an effective and innovative design is second only to keeping everyone safe.  The 

design, controls risks and maintains safe work practices.  This is in line with the stated goal of 

DSATS: “DSATS is a technical section of the Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE) organized 

to promote the adoption of automation techniques using surface and downhole machines and 

instrumentation to improve the safety and efficiency of the drilling process.”  The following 

describes the methods to maintain safe conditions around the rig. 

Job Safety Analysis (JSA) 

 

Figure 1 NIOSH hierarchy of controls  

The team first wants to implement group meetings before working on the rig.  This JSA will 

allow the team to ensure all members have the proper personal protection equipment (PPE) and 

inform all members of the tasks being worked on.  This will allow the team members to be 

informed on the current operations and keep them alert.  In these meetings, team members will 

also share mishaps or close calls they experienced so others can learn from their mistakes. 
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Elimination 

This control focusses on physically removing the hazard.  This area is the focus of the project 

safety, and are the most effective controls.  After analysis of the rig design and current processes, 

the following elimination controls were determined and will be implemented in the design: 

• Clear polycarbonate shielding 

• Consolidation of power cords 

• Separate high voltage power wires from low voltage control wires 

• Install GFCI for wet operating conditions 

• Move electrical connections into water resistant box 

• Tray to contain drilling fluid and cuttings 

• Install automatic stop for traveling block if pneumatic system is depressurized 

Additional polycarbonate shielding will be used to separate the rotary components of the rig 

from any personnel in the area.  This will extend the covered area around the rig.  This will 

require an additional 84 ft2 of additional polycarbonate sheeting.  The thickness of the sheeting 

should be 3/8 in to provide adequate thickness and impact resistance.  Several electrical safety 

improvements are necessary to improve safety including the consolidation of power cords, 

separation of high voltage power wires from low voltage control wires.  These operations will 

not be too expensive but will improve safety tremendously. 

Currently the traveling block is held by a block which is manually placed below the traveling 

block and the table to prop the traveling block in the air.  This system will be replaced with an 

automatic locking system which uses a cable and slow release mechanism to prevent the 

traveling block from falling.  This system is detailed in the design section. 

Substitution 

This control replaces hazard with a non-hazardous solution, or alternative.  After an analysis of 

the current rig, it was determined that it must be removed from the concrete blocks that were 

used to elevate the rig to prevent the potential hazard of the heavy rig tipping or falling, which 

could injure personnel.  Instead of blocks, the starting height of the rig will be reset to allow the 
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block to be placed on the floor, and still allow for the rig to drill.  This will remove the danger of 

the rig tipping using greater dynamic range in the vertical positioning of the bit. 

Engineering 

Engineering controls isolate the hazards from the people, but do not remove the hazards 

themselves.  The primary engineering control in this design is the remote control and monitoring 

system which will allow all unnecessary personnel to be removed from the potentially hazardous 

rig. 

Administrative 

Administrative controls change the way that personnel work with equipment, but do not remove 

the hazards themselves.  The installation of a manual physical shutoff, switch, on the rig will and 

instructing anyone who will operate the rig how to use it will greatly reduce the danger if the rig 

continues to automatically operate in an unsafe condition.  There is already a soft switch installed 

in the control interface, but the physical switch can be identified more readily by people 

unfamiliar with the rig who may be in the area.   

 

Figure 2 Master safety shutoff switch 

Another control in this category will be to place a copy of the hazard response plan for the 

university facility where the rig is located near the rig.  Each person who is trained to operate the 

rig must be familiar with these procedures before being allowed to work on the rig.  An 
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additional control to allow personnel to safely work around the rig is proper signage of the 

hazards to be encountered.  OSHA standard signs will be used.  A list of the hazard labels that 

will be required are: 

• Automatic equipment 

• High voltage 

• Keep door closed 

• Heavy weight 

• Wet surface 

• Pinch point 

 

Figure 3 OSHA hazard warning signs 

PPE 

PPE is the last line of defense between a person and the hazard.  Proper PPE is required for 

anyone working in the facility with the rig, per the university’s requirement.  Proper PPE 

includes hard hat, safety glasses, long pants, closed toed shoes.  Anyone near the rig when heavy 

weights are being transported will be required to wear steel-toe boots. 
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Rig Concept 

Over the past three years, the DrillboticsTM team at the University of Oklahoma has spent a 

substantial amount of energy into designing a suitable rig structure for drilling applications. In 

the 2015-2016 competition season, the rig was completely reconstructed to overcome several 

mechanical issues such as friction, misalignment, and materials. The 2016-2017 team only added 

minor changes to help implement improved drilling applications. The improvements made over 

the last two years has proved to be a success as the rig performed well mechanically.  Although 

the rig design is mechanically sound, we have observed several safety concerns that will be 

corrected with our design enhancements. The major proposed new modifications will focus on 

remote connection system development and optimization, as well as advanced refinements to the 

control algorithm and information processing. 
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Rig Mechanical System 

Structural Design 

The structure of the rig must be able to support and hold the liner motion of the traveling block 

to keep the system in alignment and reduce friction within the system.  Figure 4 displays the 

cantilever rig design in which the traveling block cantilevers out from a vertical structure. Two 

support members on the back of the derrick ensure the forces do not compromise the strength of 

the derrick. The hinges located at the base of the derrick allow the derrick to be folded on its 

back for transportation. 

 

 

Figure 4 Structural Support for Cantilever Design 

 In Figure 5, the rig is folded into its traveling position to allow for the rig to be transported to 

different facilities and fit through limited areas, such as doorways. All four legs are equipped 

with casters to make the rig fully mobile. All electrical components are compartmentalized in a 

cabinet underneath the rig table, along with the water pump. 
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Figure 5 Reclined Derrick Configuration (measurements in inches) 

The derrick can be fully erect on the rig table when there is a minimum clearance of 10 ft as 

shown in Figure 6. This capability will allow the rig to be used for educational purposes due to 

its mobility and low profile. The base below the derrick results in a 32 in gap between the legs, 

which will provide ample room for the rock sample provided by DSATS. To accommodate the 

increased height of the rock sample, the previous DrillboticsTM team put the rig on brick risers 

which was a major safety concern. This year we will raise the clearance between the ground and 

rig platform to ensure we can handle any changes in rock dimensions without compromising the 

safety and stability of our rig structure. Additional safety related design changes were further 

described in the safety section. The cantilever design has proven very successful in previous 

seasons, as it has stayed in alignment and withstood the forces and vibrations experienced during 

the drilling process. This design will be used in the 2017-2018 DrillboticsTM competition.  
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Figure 6 Erected Derrick Configuration (measurements in inches) 

Traveling Block Assembly 

The traveling block is attached to pneumatic piston moving axially on the vertical support. An air 

cylinder is mounted between the linear guide rails which will minimize the vertical height when 

the derrick is erect. The air cylinder is shown in Figure 7, along with the pillow blocks. The 

blocks support the traveling block and allow the traveling block to move axially along the 

derrick. Linear guide rails are used in conjunction with the pillow blocks to help the traveling 

block move axially while minimizing friction.  
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Figure 7 Linear Motion Equipment 

The traveling block is attached to the pillow block bearings to allow for axial motion. The motor, 

water swivel, torque sensor, RPM sensor and load cells are all attached to the traveling block. A 

face mount motor is used to centralize the motor and align the drive shaft with the thrust bearing 

that is concentric with the water swivel shaft. The torque transducer is placed between the swivel 

and drive shaft largely because the torque sensor does not allow water to be passed through its 

shaft for water circulation to the drillstring. The swivel is used with shaft seals to reduce friction 

and aid in allowing the torque transducer to pick up minute changes in torque while drilling. 

Figure 8 shows the traveling block assembly and its components. The two guide rails are parallel 

to one another to ensure alignment. They also provide the necessary support needed to prevent 

unwanted movement. 
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Figure 8 Traveling Block Components and Assembly 
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Auxiliary Systems 

Circulation System 

The circulation system is one of the most critical component of the rig design and the team has 

thoroughly analyzed the last year performance and selection for the drilling fluid. Brainstorming 

was conducted to utilize a WBM drilling fluid instead of tap water for better rheology & less 

frictional losses in the drill string due to lesser drill pipe ID. Shifting to a WBM drilling fluid 

will require closed mud circulating system with enough mud cleaning equipment to control the 

mud weight to avoid reduction in ROP. Furthermore, additional options were also considered in 

the form of air as well as aerated drilling fluids, as they can result in substantial increase in ROP. 

The objectives of the drilling fluid primarily remain to transport formation cuttings, cooling of 

bit and lubrication. The fluid is simply pumped up from a tank through PVC pipe, hose to the 

travelling block where it enters the drill string through a swivel. It travels through the drill string 

down to the bit and then back up again through the annulus along with the cuttings. The cuttings 

are filtered out before the fluid finally ends up in the circulation tank. In previous years, PAC 

fluid feasibility for the drilling fluid was conducted because of its low coefficient of friction, 

0.40 as compared to water 0.70. Lower friction losses mean less pressure loss inside the drill 

string which can provide maximum pressure loss at the bit, resulting in higher jet impact force 

and cleaning. Secondly lower friction again will provide lower friction and pressure losses in the 

annulus, resulting in lesser ECD, promoting higher ROP. The figure below demonstrates the 

same effect of pressure drop due to friction in a dynamic system. To travel from point A (pump) 

to point D, there is a pressure drop of 1500 psi (2000-500). Therefore, to travel from Point A to 

C, the fluid required 1500 psi pressure to overcome the frictional pressure. 

 

 

 

 

A (Pump) 

 2000 psi 

      B 

1500 psi 

Flow Direction 

       C 

 1000 psi 
       D 

  500 psi 
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Figure 9 - Pressure drop illustration (Drillingformula.com) 

Similarly, we need to calculate the pressure drop for our case. The pressure drop is theoretically 

negligible across PVC pipe and hose. Pressure drop across the bit, annulus and drill string is 

shown below. 

Pressure Drop Across Bit 

Pressure drop across the bit is across the jet nozzles. It is a function of mud flow rate, mud 

weight and flow area of the bit. It is defined as: 

𝑃𝑏 =
𝑄2𝑊

12031𝐴2    ………………………………………………………………………………...(1) 

Where Q is the flow rate in GPM, W is the mud weight in PPG, A is the bit flow area in inch 

square and Pb is the pressure drop in psi. 

Pressure Drop Across Annulus 

Pressure drop across the annulus, for our case, is composed of two cases. One between the open 

hole and drill collar and the other between the open hole and drill pipe. Since we do not have 

casing, the case for pressure loss between casing and drill pipe is not considered. For the above 

discussed cases, the pressure drop is defined as: 

 𝑃 = 0.00001 ∗ 𝐿 ∗ 𝐶 ∗ 𝑊 ∗ 𝑉𝑓 ∗ 𝑄1.86 ………………………………………………………..(2) 

𝐶 =  
8.6𝐵

(𝐷ℎ−𝐷𝑜)(𝐷ℎ
2−𝐷𝑜

2)2
 ……………………………………………………………………………(3) 

𝑉𝑓 = ( 
𝑃𝑉

𝑊
 )0.14 ……………………………………………………………………………….....(4) 

Where P is pressure loss in psi, L is the length of pipe in ft, Dh is the hole diameter in in, DO is 

the OD of drill pipe or drill collar in inches, Vf is the viscosity correction factor, PV is plastic 

viscosity in cp, C is the general coefficient for annulus around drill pipe and drill collar and B is 

a parameter which takes into account the difference between equation 2 and 3. Value of B can be 

obtained from Table 2Table 1. 
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Hole Diameter (inch) B Parameter 

4-3/4” or less 2.0 

5-7/8” – 6-3/4” 2.2 

7-3/8” – 7-3/4” 2.3 

7-7/8” – 11” 2.4 

12” or larger 2.5 

Table 1- Dependence of B on hole diameter in inches. (DrillingFormula.com) 

Pressure Drop Across Drill String 

The pressure drop in the drill string is composed of pressure drop in the drill pipe and in the drill 

collar. Pressure drop formula remains the same. The change is in the C component co-efficient 

which takes friction factor into consideration. It is defined as: 

𝐶 =  
6.1

𝐷𝑖
4.86 ……………………………………………………………………………………...(5) 

Where Di is the ID of the pipe or collar in inches. Table 2 defines all parameters required for 

above mentioned calculations.  

Bit Area (in^2) 0.4453 

 

OD bit (in) 1.125 

Q  (gpm ) 3 OD pipe (in) 0.375 

W (ppg) 8.33 Max formation height (in) 24 

Nozzle D (mm) 2.35 Max Drill pipe annulus(in) 19.5 

Bit Flow Area (in^2) 0.156 Drill pipe length(in) 36 

PV (cp) 3 Drill collar length (in ) 4.5 

ID pipe (in) 0.277 ID collar (in) 0.277 

Table 2 - Parameters for Calculations 

Circulation Fluid Consideration 

Careful analysis was conducted to review all the pros and cons of every fluid, as the fluid 

selection will affect the ROP performance and the hole stability. The cases presented below 

include tap water, compressed air and aerated tap water as circulation fluids. In previous years 
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WBM drilling fluids were ruled out because the team ultimately went for an open loop 

circulation system. The reason was ease of design and power limit constraint to design a closed 

loop circulation. Since open loop is again considered this year, the economical aspect of a WBM 

drilling fluid makes it unfeasible at this time. However as opposed to previous years, proper 

drain system will be utilized to safely take the returns away from the hole and to the drain.  The 

pressure loss calculated are displayed in below. 

Fluid 

Selected 

Weight of 

Fluid      

(ppg) 

Pressure drop 

across bit (psi) 

Pressure drop 

across annulus 

(psi) 

Pressure drop 

across drill string 

(psi) 

Tap water 8.3 0.2560 0.0201 5.2240 

Aerated Tap 

Water 
4.0 0.1230 0.0107 3.1265 

Air 0.15 0.0046 0.0006 0.1856 

Table 3- Calculated Pressure Drop for the Three Different Cases. 

Tap Water as Circulation Fluid 

In previous years tap water was preferred over other drilling fluids, irrespective of the highest 

pressure losses among the other system. It still remains the most convenient and easily to apply 

in the case of open circulation. Secondly the difference in pressure drops is not enormous to 

consider shifting from tap water to either aerated or air fluid system. Furthermore, with aerated 

or air fluid system the wellbore will be exposed to higher instability risk than the tap water.  

Moreover, the entire set up is based on utilizing water as the circulation fluid. This year, the team 

decided on experimenting hammer drilling and its efficiency. Hammer drilling is discussed in 

detail in the next chapter. To summarize, hammer drilling utilizes pulsating pressure on the drill 

bit to improve the efficiency as compared to rotatory drilling. To induce pulsating pressure, the 

team has two options. One, to induce a pressure pulse in the water line and second, to aerate the 

water line to create a difference in pressure when there is both air and water as circulation fluid. 

Since the first option requires only a slight modification in the water line to the set-up, the team 

decided on continuation of water as the first choice for circulation fluid.  
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Aerated Water as Circulation Fluid 

This system results in less pressure drop across the circulation path, but will add many 

complexities to the system, which will not justify the tradeoff for the marginal increases in ROP.  

Mud weight is ideally between 4-7 ppg which will increase the penetration rate but will require 

having a two way swivel to mix both water and air line into the drill string. Although this will 

prove advantageous if done right, it requires a change in the swivel size and rearrangement of the 

setup on the travelling block possibly changing the structure of the original set up. Another big 

change will be the requirement of RCD to carefully take the returns away from the hole. 

Installation of conductor pipe will be required to accommodate bell nipple and RCD to achieve 

this. This will require additional time and effort. The team has not ruled out this option but has 

kept this as an alternative to using tap water directly.  

Hammer Drilling Introduction 

A hammer drill, also known as a "rotary hammer", "percussion hammer" or "hammering drill", is 

a rotary drill with a hammering action. The hammering action provides a short, rapid hammer 

thrust to pulverize relatively brittle material and provide quicker drilling with less effort. With 

the same Weight on Bit (WOB) and Rotation per Minute (RPM), it has been observed that 

percussive-rotary method can be up to 7 times faster than the conventional rotary method. Air 

hammers have been used to drill gas wells all over the world since 1950s. Air hammers have 

been used on numerous wells in different fields through the world. Thus, it’s a proven 

technology but with limited application to few formation types. Advancement it its technology 

by creating hybrid bit model can be seen as future prospective as widespread application in 

drilling.  

Conventional rotation drilling cuts through formation, as shown in below. During rotation, the 

lateral face of the cutting tool comes contacts the formation and provides a cutting force to chip 

off the formation. In hammer drilling process the oscillating action of the bit exerts an impulse 

force on the formation, fracturing the zone of impact, as shown in. This zone is called the 

pulverized zone, due to impulse force the formation gets pulverized and on repeated impact of 

the bit its gets crushed and chips off. Another significant advantage of hammer drilling is less 

well deviation.  
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Figure 10 - Conventional Drilling     Figure 11 - Hammer Drilling 

Hammering Mechanism 

Various mechanisms were discussed to incorporate a percussion hammering in the current rig 

design with minimal changes. Three most suitable ways of implementation are detailed below:  

Hammer Drilling Calculations 

F = 400 lbf (max) 

A. = 0.0314 ft2 

𝐹

𝐴
=

400

0.00314 ∗ 10𝑒6
= 0.13 𝑀𝑃𝑎 

 

Where F is the max force generated by piezoelectric transducer, and A is effective bit 

contact area. 

Thus, the pressure generated is insufficient to fracture the rock formation, however, this force 

weakens the formation and allows for more efficient drilling of the formation by cutting. 

Vibration through hydraulic flow fluctuation mechanism 

The water circulating through the drillpipe assembly is pressurized at 300 psi. Using a separate 

hydraulic solenoid valve, pressurized water flowing through the swivel can be pulsated to desired 

rate by controlling the rotary valve, depicted in Figure 12. Pulsating flow of pressurized water 
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through the nozzle will create a varying impulse force on the rock bit interface. Impedance force 

exerted by the water flow through the bit nozzle will be sufficient for the bit to impact at force 

greater than rock fracture stress. Amplitude of the vibration is dependent on the stiffness of the 

bellow coupling. Frequency of the solenoid valve will determine the rate of fluctuation of water 

pressure at the bit nozzle. Thus, the frequency of hammering can be controlled by changing the 

frequency of solenoid valve, which in turn affects the rate of penetration. This method is most 

feasible as the pulsating water through the drill string will not bring any design changes in the 

circulation system. During the experiment an increase in ROP has been noticed with this 

pulsating system and some changes have been made from the last year to avoid the pulsating 

pipe rupture due to friction. To address the rupturing issue, instead of taking two pulsating pipes 

from the solenoid valve to the swivel, the two pipe outlets will be immediately joined through a 

“T” connection and only one solenoid valve will go to the swivel, avoiding the use of two 

pulsating pipes.   
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Figure 12 Hydraulic Flow Mechanism 

 

Drillpipe Material for Hammering 

Using hammer drilling in conjunction with rotary drilling means extra loads on the drill pipes. 

The aluminum drill pipe must be able to with stand the axial loads and must not buckle during 

the hammer drilling.  

Stress analysis calculations were done to find vibration frequency limit of the drillpipe as shown 

in Table 4– Stress Analysis Calculations below. 

 

Drillpipe 

Bit sub 

Drill bit 

Motorized 

Rotary valve 

Flexible hose 

Swivel 

Top plate 
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Material Notation/Formula AL6061 

Young’s Modulus (psi) E 1E+07 

Length (in) L 36 

Outer Diameter (in) OD 0.375 

Inner Diameter (in) ID 0.277 

Thickness (in) t 0.049 

Density (lbs.s2/in2) ρ 0.036 

Area (in2) A = 
𝜋

4
∗ (𝑂𝐷2 − 𝐼𝐷2) 

0.05 

Inertia (in4) 
𝐼 =

𝜋

4
∗

(𝑂𝐷4 − 𝐼𝐷4)

16
 0.00068 

Critical Buckling Load (lbs) 
𝑃𝑐𝑟 =

𝜋2 ∗ 𝐸𝐼

𝐿2
 51.785 

Constant 
𝑎 = √

𝐸𝐼

𝜌𝐴
 1943.651 

Allowable tensile stress (ksi) S 25 

Frequency limit (Hz) √(1 −
𝑆

𝑃𝑐𝑟
)

𝜋. 2𝑎
𝐿2

 17.5 

Table 4– Stress Analysis Calculations 
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Control Architecture 

Safe and efficient drilling is the main priority of drilling operations. For simple, homogenous, 

and predictable lithologies drilling operations can be controlled by auto drilling programs that 

are commonly found on rigs around the world. When heterogenous lithologies are encountered 

the ability to automate the drilling process is more difficult. The Drillbotics competition requires 

that our rig drills through a heterogenous formation with zero human intervention. To do this 

effectively an electronic control architecture is required to control the drilling operation. This 

architecture must be physically sound, easily adaptable, and intuitively interactive. 

Summary 

The control architecture is illustrated in Figure 13 . Drilling parameters like ROP, WOB, and 

mud flow rate are monitored with electromechanical sensors that output voltage signals 

proportional to the value it is responsible for measuring. Data is collected by the National 

Instruments USB-6353 DAQ in the rigs electrical box. Data is then passed to the rig computer 

via a USB connection. On the computer LabVIEW collects and organizes the multiple data 

streams into separate sensor input nodes. Python code modules then interpret the sensor inputs to 

select the required drilling control outputs. These outputs are then fed through LabVIEW to the 

drives of the rigs mechanical outputs. 
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Figure 13 Control Architecture Schematic 

Data Collection 

The purpose of data acquisition is to measure an electrical or physical phenomenon such as 

voltage, current, temperature, pressure, or sound. PC-based data acquisition uses a combination 

of modular hardware, application software, and a computer to take measurements. While each 

data acquisition system is defined by its application requirements, every system basically 

involves gathering signals from measurement sources and digitizing the signals for storage, 

analysis, and presentation on a PC. A basic structure of DAQ system is shown in Figure 14.. 

Sensor 
Voltage 

DAQ Data 
Collection

LabVIEW 
Input

Python 
Processing

LabVIEW 
Output

Mechanic
al Output

Drilling 
Process
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Figure 14 Data Collection System (www.NI.com) 

We were using NI USB-6353 in our system, since it is also compatible with LabVIEWTM 

software we do not need to change the card, installation of driver was required for the same. NI 

USB-6353 series offers high-speed, multifunction data acquisition in a low-cost, portable 

package. The module offers synchronous and concurrent voltage input, temperature input, 

waveform output, counter input, quadrature encoder input, timer output and digital I/O. All the 

sensor inputs are directed to it. 

Historical Code Design Summary 

Last year’s design used LabVIEW to construct both the font and back end of the program used to 

control the drilling rig. It was selected because of its intuitive front end graphical user interface 

and ability to control multiple outputs and inputs at the same time. In addition to these two 

reasons, it was initially believed by our team that the graphical programming language on which 

LabVIEW is based would be easier to use than a text based code language. After using 

LabVIEW during last year’s competition it was decided by our team that a graphical language 

was more difficult to operate than a comparable text based language. 

New Code Design Summary 

This year we have elected to use LabVIEW as the front end of the control code and the Python 

language as the back end of the control code. LabVIEW will be used for data collection, display, 

and output while Python code will be used to construct the code used to control the drilling 

process. 
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Why LabVIEW 

A simple and user friendly front-end interface makes the program ideal for data input and 

display. External hardware like sensors and variable frequency drives interface smoothly with 

the National Instruments DAQ and LabVIEW environment.   

Of interest to our design is LabVIEW's automatic parallelism. In other languages it is necessary 

to manage multiple threads manually which adds an unnecessary step into the code. Parallelism 

allows the program to process multiple inputs and outputs simultaneously.   

Lastly LabVIEW has an intuitive and dynamic front end GUI display. Drilling operations are a 

dynamic and data driven process. For these reasons information must be readily available and 

intuitively displayed. The unique ability of LabVIEW to intuitively display data and controls 

makes it an ideal choice for our control architecture interface. 

Python Selection Rational 

It is a high-level, multiparadigm, compiled text based coding language widely used in industry 

and academia alike. Python’s standard library contains many tools that are designed to streamline 

the coding process and make it accessible to programmers with a wide range of experience. In 

addition to built in support modules a large and active online community continually updates and 

refines the language.  

Python can be connected to LabVIEW with the Python Integration Toolkit for LabVIEW by 

Enthought. It allows for seamless live two-way communication between the programs. The 

connection allows LabVIEW to call Python functions and modules on demand and interface with 

web based applications. 

Lastly, Python being a written coding language avoids the graphical language that runs 

LabVIEW. For simple tasks like data input or output LabVIEW’s graphical code is sufficient. 

Writing the control code Python is a better choice because it has a simple syntax and is more 

familiar to programmers familiar with text based code languages. 
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Visual Control Interface 

A visual data display screen is an often-overlooked aspect of rig design. Rapid and logical 

display of the drilling parameters collected by the rigs sensors is crucial for the safe and efficient 

operation of a drilling rig. Data that is collected but left unorganized has the potential to increase 

cost and risk. Rig crew must continuously monitor the drilling parameters to ensure that the rig is 

operating within the design constraints. Displaying this data on the rig floor is commonly done 

with a LCD screen that displays the information that the drilling contractor requests.  

Last year’s GUI display and this year’s potential display are shown in Figure 15 and Figure 16, 

respectively. The old design featured eight different graphs each with their own independent x 

and y axes. The proposed new design will feature vertical tracks that display each measured 

drilling parameter or process input. Each data point will be measured as a function of both depth 

and time. 
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Figure 15 Previous Years Data Display 

 

Figure 16 Revised Data Display Example (www.Pason.com) 
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Performance Indicators 

Control panel includes the following parameters: 

Performance indication: 

- WOB v/s Time 

- MSE v/s Time 

- ROP v/s Time 

- Depth v/s Time 

- Deflection v/s Time 

- Stick Slip v/s Time 

Drilling Parameters: RPM, Depth (in), WOB (lb), Torque (lb in), ROP (in/hr), MSE (psi), 

Motor Power (KW), Pump Power (KW) and Standpipe pressure (psi). 

Analysis Charts: ROP v/s WOB and Deflection v/s RPM. More charts can be made as per 

requirement or deeper analysis or parameter correlation.  
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Remote plug and play capability 

Though not a requirement for the 2018 competition, this year’s rig will feature remote 

connectivity and control of rig operations, and remote monitoring of rig operations through 

cameras at the rig location and a live video stream to the monitoring location. The decision was 

made to proceed with early implementation of these features for two primary reasons.  The first 

is remote control greatly enhances safety of personnel as it removes the autonomous rig 

supervisor and other personnel from the rig site.  This is a powerful engineering control which 

eliminates potential hazards from the start.  The second major benefit of remote connectivity is 

that this will facilitate simpler and more cost-effective transition to a plug and play interface 

when the DSATS committee formalizes its definitions and examples of proposed data 

communication protocols and interfaces for subsequent competitions.  The goal of this plug and 

play capability in a full-scale rig will be to facilitate the rapid integration of autonomous drilling 

technologies to industry and to reduce the time and cost for integration.  A third benefit of 

remote connectivity is superior quality control.  The proposed system will be capable of remote 

connection anywhere there is internet connection.  If a more secure connection is desired, the 

system could readily be adapted to a private wired or wireless intranet, to ensure data integrity.  

In either case, the ability for management to oversee the drilling operation in real time will be 

possible.  This system will allow for greater monitoring and allow for the system to be shut down 

if a stop work condition is observed by anyone monitoring the process remotely. 

Remote Control and Monitoring  

The proposed system will take advantage of the flexibility of the windows development 

environment through a remote connection at the windows operating system level.  This method 

uses TeamViewerTM remote desktop software which is free to download.  This software allows 

for connection to the windows environment and can be used to connect to the Windows 

environment which will be running the code for the rig.   

Remote Cameras 

Three remote cameras will be utilized to monitor the rig remotely.  Several systems will be tried 

with independently controlled IP cameras, and using a pre-built image controller to process the 

video feed before being sent to the final application.  Lots of testing with the actual hardware 

will be required before a stable design can be established.  Two possible scenarios for the front-
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end application will be tested.  One where the visual monitoring is a standalone system, and the 

other where the visual feed is incorporated into the GUI.  The system will be designed for easy 

third-party interface and flexibility to comply with the standards DSATS will release at a future 

date for plug and play capability. 

Drillpipe Connection 

The drillpipe is a 36" long 3/8" diameter aluminum pipe with a wall thickness of 0.049". It is 

made of 6061 series aluminum that has a relatively high strength, is workable, and does not 

readily corrode. The purpose of the drillpipe is to connect the drill bit to the rotary, hoisting, and 

circulation systems. It transfers the rotation of the top drive downhole, facilitates the control of 

the bits location in the hole, and serves as the flow conduit for the drilling fluid pumped 

downhole. The mechanical integrity of the drillpipe and its connections to the bit and topdrive 

are required to successfully drill a well. A ball bearing cage stabilizer attached to the drill bit 

screws into the bottom of the drill pipe using an off the shelf NPT connection. Under the top 

drive the swivel connects to the top of the drillpipe using another off the shelf NPT connection. 

 Designing a connection between the relatively thin drillpipe and the stabilizer and swivel that 

can transfer the torque and WOB required to effectively drill the well is the main challenge. The 

previous year used compression fittings that readily transferred compressive load but failed 

under torque loading. A challenge in designing a connection is that the connection in no way can 

stiffen the drillstring or impose lateral forces, and fit within the diameter of the drill bit without 

regularly touching the wellbore wall. 

Connection Design 

For the 2018 DrillboticsTM competition, teams are able to use a thicker walled 3/8" pipe. The new 

wall thickness is .049" which is 40% thicker than the 2017 design criteria. Given the new thicker 

wall a threaded connection can be used to connect the drillpipe to the drill bit and top drive. In 

most field application the drill string is kept in tension by the hoisting system and drill collars. In 

our design the connections will be in compression because the top drive is used to apply WOB. 

Our will build and test the following three connections. 
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Raw Threaded Pipe  

Both ends of the aluminum drill pipe are threaded with a square thread that is one and a half 

inches long on both ends of the drillpipe. The thread has 15 rotations per inch with a thread depth 

and width of .033". A square thread was selected because of its exceptional ability to carry high 

loads. Fabrication of the square thread is more difficult than triangular or rhombohedral threads 

and the feasibility of this form will become apparent in phase II of the competition. 

Each end of the drill pipe will be stabbed into a stainless-steel box on the stabilizer and swivel 

that accepts the threaded pin. Each time the pipe is made up to the bit and swivel the connection 

is broken at the aluminum threads. Aluminum is softer than stainless steel and over time as the 

connection is made up and then broken the aluminum thread has the potential to wear. This wear 

over time may cause a catastrophic failure during drilling. The simplicity of this design makes it 

the easiest and cheapest to manufacture but may result in more cost over time Figure 17. 

 

Figure 17 Raw Threaded Pipe 

Threaded Pipe with Permanent Box 

The vulnerability of the threaded aluminum connection to wear during the make-up process can 

be reduced with a permanent box sealed to each end with an epoxy resin. A stainless-steel box 

designed after a typical integral drillpipe connection found in common use today that is 

permanently affixed to the aluminum threads will prevent fatigue on the aluminum threads. A 
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female pin on the swivel and stabilizer will be stabbed into the box to make up the drillpipe 

connection Figure 18. 

 

Figure 18 Threaded Pipe with Permanent Box 

 Square Kelly Connection 

A kelly is a square or hexagonal pipe that transmits the rotation of the kelly bushing to the 

drillstring in conventional rotary drilling rigs. The end of the aluminum drillpipe will be  formed 

into a square using a square metal die. The pipe will be hammered the square die to a depth of 

one and a half inches on each end. A custom machined connection, with a square interior socket 

will be placed around the square end connection. An interference fit will be used to secure the 

connection between the custom fitting and pip. A internal shoulder is used to support the WOB 

load transmitted from the top drive through the drillpipe to the bit. 
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Figure 19 Square Kelly Connection 

Stabilizer 

Traditionally, stabilizers are used to keep the drill collars centralized to avoid unintentional 

sidetracking, vibrations, and ensure wellbore quality. Various stabilizer assemblies are available 

on the market and their placement is dependent on the hole section being drilled. Building 

assemblies utilize the fulcrum principle by placing a stabilizer near the bit to force the bit on the 

high side of the borehole. Dropping assemblies utilize the pendulum principle by placing a 

stabilizer far away from the bit allowing gravity to pull the bit on the low side of the borehole. 

For holding assemblies, a packed hole assembly is utilized in which three to five stabilizers are 

properly placed to maintain the desired angle. In the event of experiencing non-parallel bedding 

planes, a packed hole assembly will be utilized to prevent the bit from drilling in the direction of 

the dip and rather, maintain a nearly vertical wellbore. The considerations for potential 

stabilizers are outlined in detail below. 

Machined Blades 

A 3” long steel pipe with an outer diameter of 0.75” and inner diameter of 0.64” will be 

machined using a 0.75” thick steel bar. A 0.125” wide and 0.125” thick steel ring with rounded 

outer edges will be machined to the center of the bit sub to act as a stabilizer similar to Figure 20. 

This design will be tested, but it will likely create higher friction downhole while in rotation that 

could result in the creation of grooved surfaces along the borehole wall, causing misleading MSE 

readings. 
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Figure 20 Spiral blade stabilizer (drawing by tri wave LLC) 

Ball Bearing Cage 

The chosen design for the stabilizer was inspired from the design of a ball point pen in which the 

small ball bearing rotates with minimum friction in any direction with minimal contact with the 

surface. A ball bearing cage with a length of 3” will be attached to the outside of the bit sub with 

an outer diameter of 0.75” and inner diameter of 0.64”. The multiple ball bearings embedded in 

the cage will allow free rotation of the bit sub with minimum wall contact while allowing smooth 

axial motion. The cost of the ball bearing cage is approximately 3 dollars Figure 21. 

 

Figure 21- Ball Bearing Cage (Alibaba.com) 
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WOB using Bit Sub 

Without additional weight on the bit sub, the travelling block is the primary source for WOB. In 

the previous competitions, it was noted that this kept the drillstring in compression which 

resulted in bending that increased in magnitude due to drillstring vibrations. To avoid the issue of 

buckling, weight is added to the bit sub to maintain tension in the drillstring. The two methods 

for applying WOB using the bit sub to keep the drillstring in tension are outlined below. 

Increasing Hydraulic Pressure 

This proposed method was not tested last year, and will be included in the tests this year.  The 

design utilizes the principle of hydraulic pressure to apply additional WOB. By applying 

pressure across a constricting surface a hydraulic force is generated and localized near the bit. A 

constriction will be placed inside the bit sub prior to attaching it to the drillstring. Multiple 

constriction sizes will be created and various flow rates will be tested to determine the optimal 

conditions.  The proposed mechanism is that increased pressure in the drillpipe results in a 

stiffening effect which allows for greater WOB.   The following is the constriction design, 

hydraulic calculations and the forces generated. The hydraulic force acting on the nozzle is given 

by Eq. 7. 

𝑊 = 10.69 ∗ (𝑂𝐷 − 𝑡) ∗ 𝑡……………………………………………………………...….……(6) 

𝐹ℎ𝑦𝑑 = 𝐴𝑐 ∗ ∆𝑃𝑏…………………………………………....…………..………………………. (7) 

𝐹𝑗 = 0.01823 ∗ 𝐶𝑑 ∗ √𝜌𝑤 ∗ ∆𝑃𝑏………………………………….…...………….……………. (8) 

∆𝑃𝑏 =
8.311∗10−5∗𝜌∗𝑞2

𝐶𝑑
2∗𝐴𝑡

2 ……………………………………………...………………….……..…. (9) 

The weight of the bit is slightly over one pound. The pressure drop across the bit using Eq. 9 is 

equal to 76.84 psi for a flow rate of 4.3 gpm. Utilizing Eq. 7, the hydraulic force on the bit was 

calculated to be 11.96 lbs. The jet impact force acting on the bit given by Eq. 8 is equal to 1.88 

lbs. The summation of forces acting on the bit is equal to 11.08 lbs in the downward direction 

acting as WOB. In order to maintain tension in the drillstring, an additional 8.92 lbs of weight is 

required. Using Eq. 6 and Eq. 8 and a flow rate of 4.3 gpm, the required diameter of the 
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constriction is calculated to be 0.167 inches. Table 5 gives different constriction diameters with 

various flow rates. 

Flow rate, gpm 4.3 5 6 

Pressure drop @ bit, psi 76.84 103.9 125.72 

Hydraulic force, lbs 11.96 16.18 19.58 

Jet Impact force, lbs 1.88 2.19 2.4 

Pounds needed, lbs 8.92 5.01 1.82 

Diameter of constriction, in 0.167 0.19 0.23 

Pressure drop across constriction, psi 60 24.6 7.4 

Table 5 Calculations for Constriction Diameter 

  

 

Figure 22 -Constriction Design 
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Sensors 

The drilling rig is equipped with several sensors to monitor and control the drilling process. The 

sensors are divided in two categories: (1) surface sensors and (2) BHA sensors. 

Surface Sensors 

There are seven surface sensors used, each one of them is described below: 

Laser Distance Sensor  

The laser distance sensor((L-GAGE LE550)is an analog/discrete visible leaser sensor. Its input 

supply voltage is 12 to 30 V dc and the sensing range is100 mm (3.94 in) to 1000 mm (39.37 in). 

It is used to measure the distance travelled by the travelling block Figure 23. 

 

Figure 23 L-GAGE® LE550 Laser Distance Sensor 

RPM Sensor 

The remote optical sensor (Monarch ROS-W) is used to measure the RPM of the drill pipe.  It 

has an input voltage range of 3.3. to 15V and can measure up to 250,000 RPM Figure 24. 
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Figure 24 Monarch ROS-W remote optical sensor 

Torque Sensor 

The shaft to shaft torque sensor (Omega TQ513) is used to measure the torque produced 

by the motor on the drill pipe. It has maximum excitation voltage of 20V and can measure 

torque between 0-3 to 0-2000 in-lb (0-0.35 to 0-226 N m) at operating speed of up to 

5000RPM  

 Figure 25. 

 

 Figure 25- OMEGA TQ513 

Axial vibration sensor 

The axial vibration sensor is designed using a vibration transmitter (Dwyer VBT‑1). It has an 

input voltage range of 9.6 to 32 V and a frequency range of 10 to 1000 Hz. It continuously 

detects the vibrations experienced by the traveling block Figure 26. 
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Figure 26 Dwyer VBT‑1 vibration transmitter. 

Load Cell 

The load cell (Omega LC203) is used to measure the weight on bit (WOB). Its input supply 

voltage is 10 to 15 V dc and has a sensing range of 0-25 lb to 0-10,000 lb (0-11 kgf to 0-4537 

kgf) Figure 27. 

 

Figure 27 Omega LC203 load cell. 

Pressure Sensor 

Two pressure sensors (TE Connectivity MSP300) are used in the rig, one to monitor the 

mud circulation and another to measure the pneumatic pressure of the cylinder that 

controls the motion of travelling block. It has a supply voltage range of 5 V and can 

measure up to 15 kpsi of pressure  

 Figure 28. 
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 Figure 28 TE Connectivity MSP300 pressure transducer. 

Flow Meter 

To measure the flow of water and monitor the mud circulation a flow meter (Omega 

FLR6315D) is used. It has an input voltage range of 10 to 30V and can measure flow in the 

range of 1 to 15 GPM   

Figure 29. 

  

Figure 29 Omega FLR6315D flow sensor. 

 

BHA Sensors -  

Torque Transducer  

A torque transducer design based on strain gauges will be used as the downhole sensor for the 

rig. A set of strain gauges will be attached to the drill bit to measure the torque experienced by 

the bit. Strain gauge measures the strain experienced by an object due to deformation of the 

object caused by stress. The strain gauges have a pattern of metallic foil which gets deformed 

when the object experiences deformation because of which the electrical resistance of the 
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metallic foil changes. This change in resistance can be measured and the system can be 

calibrated to get the torque. 

The strain gauge has a very low voltage output therefore an amplifier circuit has to be used to 

amplify the output before it is processed. 

The amplified output will be processed using an Arduino Board and the final output will be the 

real-time values of torque experienced by the bit and will be transmitted to the computer 

wirelessly where it will be used in the rig control algorithm Figure 30. 

 

Figure 30 Diagram showing a set of strain gauges on the bit with circuit connections. 

Cost Estimate and funding Plan 

The university has approved and secured funding from donors for the 2018 Drillbotics team of 

$10,000.  The team is authorized to spend this amount as it deems necessary.  Most of the cost in 

building the rig and purchasing heavy equipment has already been incurred in previous years.  

The additional costs for the project for the proposal are estimated to be $3,200.  Historical costs 

for the rig structure are detailed in Table 6 and Table 7.  
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Materials and Costs Analysis 

The material used to construct the rig is aluminum. Aluminum was selected over steel because of 

the weight reduction is allowed for the design. The cost of aluminum construction material has a 

16% increase in cost in comparison to steel, although the weight is reduced from 217 lbs. using 

steel to 75 lbs. using aluminum. The drastic weight reduction more than compensated the small 

percentage price increase. By reducing the weight, the rig is more mobile, simpler and safer to 

erect and recline the derrick. 

 

Table 6- Cost and Weight Analysis for Aluminum Construction 

Aluminum is also much easier to machine and fabricate due to its inherent qualities. The cost for 

linear motion and rotating equipment has been outlined in These costs were incurred during the 

2015-2016 competition; therefore, the costs for the construction of the rig for the 2017-2018 

season has been eliminated, which allows for financial focus in different areas of the 

DrillboticsTM competition. 
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Table 7 - Cost Analysis of Linear Motion and Rotating Equipment 
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Appendix 

Calculations 

Calculations Formula Reference  Results 

Pressure Drop at bit 

(Tap Water Case) 

𝑃𝑏 =
𝑄2𝑊

12031𝐴2
 

Applied Drilling 

Engineering; 

Bourgoyne et al 1986 

0.2560 psi 

Pressure Drop in drill 

string (Tap Water 

Case) 

Eq (2), Eq (4), Eq (5) 

Applied Drilling 

Engineering; 

Bourgoyne et al 1986 

5.2240 psi 

Pressure Drop in 

annulus (Tap Water 

Case) 

Eq (2), Eq (3), Eq (4) 

Applied Drilling 

Engineering; 

Bourgoyne et al 1986 

0.0201 psi 

Pressure Drop at bit 

(Aerated Case) 

𝑃𝑏 =
𝑄2𝑊

12031𝐴2
 

Applied Drilling 

Engineering; 

Bourgoyne et al 1986 

0.1230 

 

Pressure Drop in drill 

string (Aerated Case) Eq (2), Eq (4), Eq (5) 

Applied Drilling 

Engineering; 

Bourgoyne et al 1986 

3.1265 

 

Pressure Drop in 

annulus (Aerated 

Case) 

Eq (2), Eq (3), Eq (4) 

Applied Drilling 

Engineering; 

Bourgoyne et al 1986 

0.0107 

 

Pressure Drop at bit 

(Air Case) 

𝑃𝑏 =
𝑄2𝑊

12031𝐴2
 

Applied Drilling 

Engineering; 

Bourgoyne et al 1986 

0.0046 
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Pressure Drop in drill 

string (Air Case) Eq (2), Eq (4), Eq (5) 

Applied Drilling 

Engineering; 

Bourgoyne et al 1986 

0.1856 

Pressure Drop in 

annulus (Air Case) Eq (2), Eq (3), Eq (4) 

Applied Drilling 

Engineering; 

Bourgoyne et al 1986 

0.0006 

 


